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Abstract: In this paper the Storm-Liouville system of differential equations of many parameters is considered. The existence of the 
solutions which belong to a space of the type L, under some conditions is proved. Moreover, an estimation is given from below and 
from above for the number of linearly independent solutions of the system in some singular end. 
1. Introduction 
Consider the following system of differential equations 
-&“(xj) +P,(x~)Y,(x,> + J? hkbjk(x,)&(x,)=o~ 
k-l 
- co,<a,<x,-cbj<co, j=1,2 ,..., n. 
These equations are called Storm-Liouville equations. 
Let P,(x,)=u,(x,)+iu,(x,) where u,, u, and b/k are real-valued continuous functions on the intervals 
(a,, b,),j= 1, 2 ,..., n. Put 
1 
b,,(x,) ... b,,(x,) ’ 
Z?(x)=det : ’ 0, 
b,,(‘xn) ... Li%), 
for all x = (x,,. . . , x,)EZ=(a,, b,)X ... X(a,, b,,). 
Denote by L,( I, B(x)dx) the Hilbert space of Lebesgue measurable functions f on Z such that 
/ 
B(x)]f(x)]*dx < 00. 
I 
The scalar product in L,(Z, B(x)dx) is defined by the standard formula 
(f, g) =p(x)/(x)mdx. 
In 1973, Sleeman [l] gave an analogue, but with many parameters, to the Vie1 theorem in cases of a limit 
point and a limit circle for the real potentials P,, j = 1, 2,. . . , n. More general concepts of this theorem were 
obtained by Isaev [2]. 
In the present work we estimate a number of linearly independent solutions of the Storm-Liouville 
differential equations with many parameters. The solution will belong to the space L,(Z, B(x)dx) in the 
neighbourhood of some singular end. In [2], sufficient conditions on the coefficients P, and b,k for realizing 
limit points are given. These conditions are analogous to the Livinson theorem [3,4] in the case of one 
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parameter. The fundamental results were formulated with the aid of the functions 
S,(x,,X)= C Im(xk)b,k(x~,)+u,(x,), j= 1, L...,n, 
k=l 
or when some restrictions on the functions b,, and uj are satisfied. Our purpose is to obtain more general 
results in terms of the functions b,, and u,, j = 1, 2,. . . , n, from which the results in [2] follow. 
2. Existence solution 
Let us introduce the following functions 
Q,(x,,A)= i Re(X,)b,,(x,)+u,(x,), j=l, 2 ,..., n. 
k-l 
Define the subsets F+(Q,) and F(Qj) of C” by 
F+(Q,)= {AH’“: Q,(xi,h)>O,x,,E(a,,b,)}. 
F-(Q,)= {XEC”: Q,( x,, h)<O,x,~ (a,, 6,)). 
The following theorem can be proved as in the classic case (see [3,4]) with one parameter using a suitable 
linear fraction mapping and the assumption F+( Q,) U F-( Q,) f 8. 
Theorem 2.1. Let q,(x,, X) and Qj(xj, A) be two solutions of the above 
the initial conditions 
system of differential equations with 
v,(c,,x)=e;(c,,A)=1, ~;(c,,x)=~,(c,J)==o, 
at a fixed point C, E (a,, b,). Then there exists a solution of the form 
4,(x,, A) = Qj(x,T A) + ‘,cP,(xj, A), 
which belongs to the space 
Jb’lQj(xjv ‘)I*Iy,(x,)12dx< 00’ 
Cl 
for every A E F+( Q,) U F-( Q,). 
Moreover, we have the following alternatives. 
Either all the solutions belong to L,((c!, b,), ]Qj}dx) in the case of a limit point, or only one linear 
independent solution belongs to this space m the case of a limit circle. 
In case of a limit point mb,(X), we use the principle of compactness in the space of the holomorphic 
functions to show that the function X + mb,( X) is analytic in the open kernel of the set F+( Qj) U F-(Q,). 
Analogous functions can be introduced in case of a limit circle. in fact, the functions mb,( h,, . . . , A,) and 
fib,&,..., X,) are the analogous functions of Viel-Titchmarch [3] with one parameter. 
3. Product solution conditions 
In this section, we are interested in the conditions imposed on the solution of the system of the differential 
equations in order to belong to the space L,(I,, B(x)dx), where I, = [c,, b,) X . . . X[c,, b,). Assuming that 
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the set 
F(Q) = ?I { F+(Q,) UF-CQ,)) 
J=l 
is not empty, the conditions introduced in [2] are satisfied in our case. 
< 00, j=l,2 ,..., n, s#m, 
< co, j= 1, 2 ,..., n. 
Then thefunctions $,(x1, X),...,+,(x,, A), belong to the space &(I,, B(x)dx). 
Proof. Following [2], let B (/A) be the algebraic complements of the elements b,,(x,) of the matrix 
{ b,,(x,)}i_,, then clearly 
B(x)J~~l~~(xJ,h)12=I~,(x,~h)...h(xn,~)12 
x{~~,,,(~,)B(‘~~)(~,,x~ ,..., x,)’ ..a 
+b,,(x,)B(“.m)(xl,...,x,_,,~.n)}. 
Here the symbol ‘* ’ denotes the gap of the corresponding variable. 
We also have 
b (x > = Qih A) 
Jm J -~ Rehl)b,,(x,)+ReX,bJ,,(x,)+ ... Re/A ) ‘( WL) m 
+(ReX,)bJ,(xJ)+uJ(xj)}. 
Let [c, b’&‘] = [cl, bik’] X . . . X [c,, bJk)]. This gives 
/ lr,b,AjlB(X) ii b’J(xJ~ x)12 dx j-l 
1 =- 
/ 
""'Q,(x,t A)ly,(x,, X)l’dx, 
ReL =I 
X~~‘...~~‘B”,m’(i,,x,....,x~)~l~,(x,,h)l2dx2..-dx,~+ ... + 
1 + - 
J 
b:““Qn ( x 
Re L, cm 
n, ~)IY,(x,,~ h)12dx, 
~~~‘~~~~~~~B’““‘(xl,....,x~_l,~~)~~~j(xJ,~)~2dxl ..+ dx,_, 
n 
-- (Reh,)bJ,(xJ)+u,(xj)]B(i~m)(xl,...,~J,~,,) 
x ,i&~Jbjv A)I’dx. 
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This could be written in the form 
/B(x),@,(x,% X)l’dx 
1 
-- 
Re X / m [c,b’“‘] 
k,(x) Jfiil~j(x,, X)12dx, 
where 
. . . di; . . dx, 
From the last equalities, we obtain different conclusions for the products y,(x,, A) . . * y,(x,, A), each 
y/(x,, A) belongs to the space L,(I,, B(x)dx). 
In cases of a limit point and a limit circle, put 
Yj(Xj,X)=~j(x,,X)iej(x,,h)'zb(h)cp,(x,,X), Ib,(X)=*b,('). 
Using the conditions stated in Theorem 3.1 together with the relation 
the proof may be completed in an obvious manner. 0 
4. Estimation of the index of the product solutions 
The number of linearly independent products y,(x,, A) - . . y,,(xn, A) that belong to the space 
L-,(1,, B(x)dx) is called the index of the defect of the system of equations of many parameters in the 
singular end b=(b,,...,b,,). 
It follows from Theorem 3.1, that the index of the defect of the system of equations of many parameters 
is different from zero in the singular end. It is clear that the index does not exceed 2”. The estimation of the 
index from below is given, for simplicity in case n = 2, by the following theorem. 
lim sup 
bj,(Xj) + uJ(xj) 
Qj(xjT ‘) 
<cc, j=l,2. 
x,-b 
Then the index of the defect of the system of equations with two parameters in the singular end b = (b,, b,) is 
always different from zero. In a limit point case, the index will not be less than 2 for one of the two equations. 
While, in the limit circle case, the index is 4 for both equations. 
The proof of this theorem depends on the equalities given in the proof of Theorem 3.1. So we have to 
follow the sequence of products 
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These products belong to the space L,( I,, B(x)dx) in case of a limit circle for both equations. Finally we 
can consider the product 4,(x,, X)#,(x,, X) in an analogous way. 
An analogous theorem to Theorem 4.1 for arbitrary n can be formulated and proved without difficulties. 
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